
Positive Psychology 
What it is & how to apply it.



Butterfly Story



Positive Psychology is NOT
● ... the next chapter of the Law of Attraction
● ... a self-help movement
● ... a fad

Positive psychology is a science, and as such, only focuses on 
evidence-based conclusions and quantifiable results as it 
explores the things that make life better. 



High costs of treating PTSD 

Army needed resilience training 

Developed ten day pos psyche course  

Seligman, Ernst, Gillham, Reivich, & Linkins, 2009; Seligman, Rashid, & Parks, 2006; Seligman, Steen, Park, & Peterson, 2005

The Army & Positive Psychology

Skills Taught

● Making realistic plans and carrying them out
● Skills in communication and problem solving
● A positive self view and confidence
● Managing strong feelings and impulses



Anatomy of an Epidemic



● 2000 by Martin Seligman and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi 
● Looking at healthy functioning 
● How do people cope with big, upsetting life-changing events? 
● How can everyone thrive with the right skills and strengths
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Flourishing



Flourishing 

Skills for wellbeing can be taught, and developed



Flourishing



Positive Psychology 
● Theory and Practice of Character Strengths
● Learned Optimism
● Gratitude Practice

Positive psychology is a science, and as such, only focuses on 
evidence-based conclusions and quantifiable results as it explores 
the things that make life better. 



Character Strengths
“Strengths are a pre-existing capacity for a particular way of 
behaving, thinking, or feeling that is authentic and energising
to the user, and enables optimal functioning, development, and 
performance." 

Signature strengths are the five strengths that a person owns, celebrates and frequently exercises.



Character Strengths Example

If you want to see your own strengths, fill out the free survey at: https://www.viacharacter.org/survey/account/register



Optimism
When bad things happen, what story do you tell yourself? (explanatory style)

Pessimists tell themselves:

● Will last a long time, or forever. (“I’ll never get this done.”) 
● Are universal. (“You can’t trust any of those people.”)
● Are their own fault. (“I’m terrible at this.”)

Optimists tell themselves:

● Bad things are  temporary . (“That happens occasionally but it’s no big deal.”)
● Bad things have a  specific  cause and aren’t universal. (“When the weather is 

better that won’t be a problem.”)
● It’s  not   their   fault . (“I’m good at this but today wasn’t my lucky day.”)



● Schools are primary place where values of culture get instilled 
● Teachers who transmit optimism, and hopeful sense of future, 

positively influence students’ perception of world
● Positive schools and positive teachers are pillars for producing 

well-being in a culture

Adler, A., Seligman, M. E., Tetlock, P. E., & Duckworth, A. L. (2016). Teaching well-being increases academic performance: Evidence from Bhutan, Mexico, and Peru. Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania

Teaching Optimism



Gratitude Leads to Greatness 
“Walk as if you are kissing the Earth with your feet.” 
― Thích Nhất Hạnh

Gratitude can literally turn what you have into more 
than enough, jobs into joy, chaos into order, uncertainty 
into clarity, and bring peace to an otherwise chaotic 
day.

Gratitude practice



What conditions allow children to stretch even 
if they’re stressed?

How can we ensure they have opportunities to 
attune to their strengths? 

What can we learn from people who persevere 
through challenges?

Go into menti.com and type the code to share your ideas!

Growth Through Challenge
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HQC

HQC is an interaction with another person, that energises you 
or inspires you to take action. They can make a powerful 
impact on helping one to grow, learn, achieve and accomplish. 

High-quality Connections

● Our brains are wired to connect 
● Every interaction can matter
● HQCs are critical for bringing out the

best in people & organizations 



● Enhances Relationships 
● Mind wandering is reduced
● Building rapport and co-regulation
● Enhance memory and retrieval
● Improve moral
● Enhance student learning and 

behavior

Brain Breaks! 



Brain Breaks! 



To Tell the Truth!

Two Truths &
One Tale



Positive Psychology 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4p5286T_kn0
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